racial prejudice in a news report from another standard newspaper, Estado de Minas, based on critical discourse analysis. The analysis shows that representations of a Black Brazilian citizen in the news report are biased and align with the police point of view. Assis (2009) Other studies have dealt with the visual representation of racial identities on the front covers of magazines and books. Pinheiro (2007) focuses on the representational, interactive and compositional meanings of the headlines on six front covers of the Brazilian magazine Raça Brasil. Magalhães and Novodvorski (2010) focus on the representations of Black identities in two front covers of children's literature. Both papers draw upon the grammar of visual design (GVD) (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006) , focusing mainly on the visual meanings. The first shows that representational and interactive meanings are prominent, and that their main role is to help build self-confidence and self-esteem. Nevertheless, they can still be related to the ideology of race aestheticisation. The latter shows how representational, interactive, and compositional meanings work simultaneously to introduce different discourses on racial identities to a younger readership.
Drawing on the above research tradition, using a multimodal approach of visual representation of social actors, and taking into account the wider discourse of racial democracy, this chapter analyses two front covers of the magazine Raça Brasil in order to explore how the body, specifically, the Black body, and difference are multimodally construed (cf. Brand, 2002 and Costa, 2006) . Raça Brasil was released in 1996 for Brazilian Black readers, and is mainly dedicated to a positive construction of Black identities by means of increasing readers' selfesteem and confidence. A comparative analysis of representations of Black people in British media texts is also carried out, bearing in mind that Britain is a totally different context, recognised as multicultural. Two advertisements (henceforth 'ads') related to the EMMA Awards (Ethnic Multicultural Media Awards) 2003-2004 for multimedia campaigns are examined as Black bodies are also represented in these texts. The research suggests that no matter how differently the two contexts
